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Introduction 
 

This quick guide is meant as a reference for CO3 administrators who want to take advantage of the 
Gamification engine to set up and manage all the gamification aspects for their CO3 implementations. 
The guide drives admins through the dashboard interface and shows them all the settings they can 
control. 

 

Building blocks  
The Gamification dashboard allows Gamification administrators to control and manage all the settings 
of the underlying Gamification engine, that is built around four main building blocks: 

• Actions 
• Rules  
• Points 
• Badges 

 

Actions are the activities that happen within the CO3 ecosystem and are logged by Ontomap for 
reference purpose; they are logged by Ontomap carrying several information about the actor who 
performed the action, the object of the action itself, the place and time of the action, and several 
other attributes. 

Rules are defined by administrators in order to establish under what conditions Points are assigned to 
CO3 participants (aka citizens or users).  

A Rule describe a kind of activity (for example, ‘Add a Point Of Interest’) and one or more other related 
attributes (like, ‘In the Cecchi Point ACA’), and associates to that one or more Rewards, or Points 
assigned (for example, ‘Add 1 Participation Point’). 

Typically, if the information received by Ontomap about an activity matches with a Rule, the 
associated Rewards are assigned to the user who performed the Action. 

Badges are the visual part of the CO3 Gamification. They are structured around Badge Containers. A 
Badge container defines the type of Badge, and contains all its Badges. Each badge is defined with a 
Name, a Badge Logo and one or more Preconditions. A Badge is triggered when a Triggered Rule 
assigns Points to a user so to allow a user to reach the preconditions to achieve that badge. 

 

 

Setting up a CO3 gamification from combining building blocks: a brief example  
 

The combination of proper Rules, Points and Badges allows administrators to set up a Gamification 
oriented towards the designed goals. 



For example, a Gamification administrator wants to create a badge named ‘Braccio di Ferro’ (Popeye, 
in English) to reward CO3 participants that help other participants offering their time for voluntary 
activities.  

For doing this, the administrator can set up a Rule that assign 1 Help Point each time a user do some 
voluntary activity. After this the administrator can set up a Badge Container as an Individual badge 
that is structured into three levels. The first level (“Braccio di Ferro - Il tuttofare”) is assigned when a 
user reaches 5 Help points. The second level (“Braccio di Ferro – Lo svitalampadine”)  is assigned when 
a user reaches 20 Help points. The third and final level (“Braccio di Ferro – L’instancabile”) is assigned 
when a user gets 50 Help points. 

 

 

 

Steps towards the definition of a CO3 Gamification 
 

Before accessing the Gamification dashboard, a Gamification administrator must have already a 
design of the Gamification wants to implement and set up through the dashboard. A series of 
suggested phases to define and implement a coherent gamification can be described into five steps. 

 

1st step: What goal do you want to achieve through Gamification? 
A Gamification can have multiple objectives; they should be SMART - Specific, Measurable, Affordable, 
Relevant and Timely. 

Some examples of good objectives:  

• Highlight the activities made by other participants 
• Foster group dynamics and creation 
• Nudge citizens to go out and know more their territory instead of losing time on the web 
• Increase citizens awareness of social/community-building projects presents on their territory 

and giving them information 

 

2nd step: What actions allow to achieve the goal? 
Actions are current or desired actions taken in the real context. It is not required to refer to the actions 
done on the system but it can be useful to know what actions can be recognized by it. 

Some examples of actions in the real context: 

• Upload a picture in AR 
• Add a Point Of Interest 
• Done some voluntary task 
• Buy a coffee in the local bar 

 

 



3rd step: How to acknowledge the intermediate objectives and performed actions? 
The reward system is a combination of awards. The symbolic awards can be conveyed by CO3, through 
the following elements: 

INDIVIDUAL BADGEs - Acknowledgments to the person who carries out one or more of the actions 
identified above go to the Badges for Pilot. 

COMPETITIVE BADGES - Acknowledgments to the subject who reaches a threshold carrying out one 
or more actions in a given time. To assign them, "missions" or challenges (eg the photographer of the 
month can be assigned on the basis of a photographic mission to be defined) must be decided. It is 
useful to recognize different actions, to reward not only one competence but to give space to  different 
skills and ways of participating. 

COLLABORATIVE BADGES - Recognitions that can be achieved thanks to the sum of everyone's actions 

 

 

4th step: Which levels shall make the journey easier and more interesting? 
Acknowledgments to the person who reaches a series of objectives that represent steps of the path 
towards the goal can be assigned based on a score or a combination of badges that recognize different 
actions performed. 

 

5th step: What metaphors and visuals can better convey the overall goal? 
What thematic, metaphors or visual elements can be used to tie the elements together? To harmonize 
the experience, all the defined elements, the objectives, the actions, any missions created to award 
medals, all acknowledgments must be connected by a THEMATISM that connects the elements of 
experience from a VISUAL point of view. Each implementation can also take advantage of local 
cultures, and elaborates on common knowledge to bring to the participants more meaningful 
information. 

 

 

A final step: last-minute check and continuous monitoring. 
The combination of medals, points, levels constitutes the gamification system. A final review and a 
continuous monitoring can help refine the system by checking: 

• that there are no too blocks in the progression within Levels and Badges 
• that different actions are rewarded (not to reward only one type of participation, but to give 

space to many) 
• that there’s a need to add or remove missions that stimulate people on actions that are not 

very visible, or too much visible 

 

 

  



Accessing the Gamification Dashboard 
How to reach the Gamification Dashboard 
 

After login, if your account has the ‘Gamification manager’ role assigned, you can see the ‘Gamification 
dashboard’ in the top menu of the home page. Click on the tab to go to the Gamification dashboard. 

 

If the tab is not visible, and you’re supposed to have the ‘Gamification manager’ role assigned, 
please contact the IT managers. 

 

  



Main ‘Gamification dashboard’ screen 
 

Once clicked on the ‘Gamification dashboard’ tab, the main ‘Gamification screen’ shows a further 
navigation bar with four elements: Badges, Rules, Logs, ACA Stats. Each of them leads administrators 
to the specific section within the dashboard. 

While here in the following picture, some badges are already visible from an existing gamification 
implementation, at the beginning of a new gamification implementation, no badges are already 
present. First of all, Administrators need to define some Rules in order to set up properly a 
gamification. 

 

 

 

  



Main ‘Rules’ section 
 

This section allows administrators to manage all the aspects of CO3 rules for the assignments of Points. 

 

List of existing Rules 
 

It shows existing rules, and allows the creation of new rules, starting from the ‘Create new Rule’ 
button. 

 

Existing rules are shown in a table and ordered from oldest to newest, and can be filtered by activity 
types, variables and Ontomap concepts. For each rule, the visible information are:  

• its activity type,  
• if the rule is active or not,  
• the rewards it assigns,  
• a brief description for actors and reference owners,  
• the activity object properties,  
• the reference object properties, and  
• the ACAs where it’s in force. 

All those elements are defined through the ‘Create new Rule’ dialog box. Rules cannot be deleted or 
modified, to maintain reference to old rules and achievements, but they can be inactivated, so that 
they are no more active and applied to incoming actions, and eventually replaced by new ones. 



Create new Rule dialog box 
 

Within the ‘Create new Rule’ dialog box administrators can define all their aspects. 

Whenever an action is performed within the CO3 ecosystem, the information about that action is sent 
to the Ontomap logger and stored for reference purposes. The Gamification engine is enabled to filter 
this information and, if the action matches with one or more rule conditions, assign the defined 
Rewards. 

Rules are set up through the form available in the dialog box.  

While an Activity Type and a Reward are the elements that cannot miss in a Rule, two alerts are visible 
at the beginning of the setup process. They disappear once the elements are defined within the form. 

 

 

 

Templates 
Since the CO3 ecosystem consists of a large number of actions, objects and properties, and the 
Gamification Engine can manage and filter all of them, this can be complex to manage and navigate 
through, especially for new administrators. For this reason, a ‘Template’ combo box is made available 
at the beginning of the form. The combo box allows the selection of the most common and frequent 
CO3 actions, as emerged during the co-design phase. When an administrator selects one of the 
Templates, the corresponding Activity Type and (eventually) Activity Object Properties are 
automatically set in the form. 



 

 

Currently the Templates available are: 

• Add a picture  
• Add a 3D Object  
• Add a Document  
• Add a POI  
• Add a Video 
• Add a Comment 
• Add a Tag 
• Create an Activity 
• Join an Activity 

• Leave an Activity 
• Create a Task 
• Check in a Task 
• Check out a Task 
• Create a Group 
• Join a Group 
• Leave a Group 
• Start an Initiative 
• Support an Initiative 

 

• Add Suggestion 
• Assess Suggestion 
• Interest added 
• Interest removed 
• Create a Coin 
• Spend a Coin 
• Create a Coupon 
• Spend a Coupon 

 

 

After selecting a Template, administrator can check or eventually modify the other fields in the form. 

Administrators can also prefer to directly select Activity Type and Activity Object Properties from the 
following combo boxes, without using the Templates. 

 

Activity Types 
Activity types can be selected from the Activity type combo box.  



 

 

 

Currently, 43 activity types can be selected from the combo box: 

 

object_created 
object_updated 
object_removed 
interest_added 
interest_removed 
support_added 
support_removed 
initiator_added 
initiator_removed 
suggestion_rated 
support_updated 

delegation_set 
delegation_changed 
delegation_removed 
account_registered 
screen_name_changed 
profile_updated 
avatar_changed 
contact_published 
contact_unpublished 
issue_voted_on 
issue_timeline_requested 

issue_status_updated 
contribution_added 
contribution_updated 
contribution_removed 
participation_added 
participation_removed 
token_transferred 
token_created 
crowdfunding_started 
participated_in_crowdfunding 
object_discovered 

membership_added 
membership_removed 
membership_requested 
membership_rejected 
membership_withdrawn 
task_checkin 
task_checkout 

 

 

ACAs  
Rules can be in force within the all CO3 implementation, or can be restricted to a specific ACA. 
Administrators can select a specific ACA from the specific combo box. Here the ACA combo box from 
the Paris implementation is visible: 

 

 



Activity Object Properties 
Activity object properties can be set up from the dialog box below, that appears when entering into 
the Activity Object Properties section. 

 

 

 

If a template was already selected by the administrators, a Concept Type already appears in the 
combo selection. Otherwise administrators can select it manually. 

 

 

 

Currently, 145 concept types are available: 3D_Model, 3D_Object, ACA, Accommodation, 
AgriculturalArea, ArchaeologicalHeritage, ArchitecturalHeritage, ArtGallery, ArtificialLookout, 
AtomicThing, Badge, BadgeContainer, BasketRefilled, BicyclePath, BikeSharingStation, BrownfieldSite, 
Business, Cafe, CarSharingStation, Category, Cinema, CityFloodsRiskArea, Club, Coin, Collection, 
Comment, Contribution, ControlledParkingZone, CoordinationGroup, Coupon, CulturalCenter, 
CulturalHeritage, Demand, DesignGroup, DidacticFarm, DiscussionGroup, Document, Drugstore, 
EmptyBasket, Event, Experience, Extra, FinancialService, FoodAndAccommodation, FurnishedGreen, 
GamificationTool, GenericActivity, GeoData, Group, HealthSocialService, HeatIslandMap, Highway, 
HistoricalCenter, Hospital, IndustrialArea, InformationCommunicationService, Infrastructure, 
Initiative, Involvement, Issue, Kindergarten, LawEnforcement, Leisure, Library, 
LocalPublicTransportation, LocalRoad, Logistics, Manufacturing, Marker, Media, Membership, 
Monument, MunicipalRoad, Museum, NatureTrail, NewUse, News, Offer, OpportunityArea, 



OrganizationalUnit, ParkingArea, ParkingLot, Participation, PedestrianPath, Photo, PickUpBasket, 
PickUpFrom, PicnicArea, Pier, Place, PlaceOfWorship, PlanningFramework, PlayArea, Policy, 
PostOffice, PowerDistribution, ProfessionalScientificTechnicalActivity, Project, ProvincialRoad, 
PublicTransportationStop, RailwayLine, RealEstateActivity, Report, ResidentialArea, Resource, 
Restaurant, ReuseSpace, RoadSystem, Rule, SchemaThing, School, Service, SharingSpace, 
ShoppingCenter, SmartContract, SmartContractAction, SportsArea, StateRoad, StoppingRestriction, 
Store, Story, StrategicCulturalArea, StreetMarket, SubjectArea, Suggestion, Tag, TallBuilding, Task, 
TaskCheckInOut, TemporaryReuseSpace, Token, TokenTransfer, TouristRoute, TrainStation, 
TransportationSystem, TreePreservationOrderZone, UndergroundStation, UrbanGood, UrbanPark, 
User, Video, Wallet, WalletOwner, WaterAndWasteDisposal. 

 

Once defined a Concept Type, administrators can eventually (if the rule they want to implement 
requires it): 

 

 

 

Property names that can be selected from the combo box can vary, depending on the selected Concept 
Type. If the selected Property Name matches the value set in the Property Value field, then the action 
is triggered and the rewards assigned. 

 

 

Reference Object Properties 
 

Administrators can set up complex rules where not only some properties of the activity object must 
be matched, but also some properties related to the reference object. Reference Object Properties 
section is similar to the previous one. 

 



Rewards 
This section allows administrators to define rewards for activity actors and eventually for reference 
owners, within two separate sub-sections. Each section allows to add one or more reward, clicking 
on the ‘+ Add Reward’ specific button. 

 

 

 

Once clicked, a ‘Add New Reward’ dialog box appears. 

 

 

 

Within a rule, a reward is defined as the assignment of a variable. Existing variables are selectable 
from the combo box (here you can find co3 points, mapping points, etc.). If the administrator wants 
to use a new variable, can simply enter its name in the Variable field. Assignments can be set up in the 



Assignment field, entering the value or alternatively using the small arrows to increment or decrement 
the value. 

Once defined, the Assignment determines if and how much the chosen Variable must be increased or 
decreased each time the Rule is triggered. 

 

 

 

Temporal properties 
The Temporal Properties section allows administrators to control the validity along time of the Rule. 

 

 

 

A Rule can be valid starting from a date and until another date. The Rule can also contain also a 
maximum number of repetition of the same rule (for each user). This is to avoid misbehaviours where 
users typically repeat the same action for an excessive number of times, just to increase their rankings 
or their statuses within the gamification. For this goal both a daily number of repetitions and an overall 
number of repetitions can be set. 

 

 

 

Preview and Save Rules 
When the administrator has completed the definition of the Rule, in all its elements, can proceed 
further in a preview of the whole Rule, clicking on the ‘Next Step’ button on the lower right end of the 
dialog box. 

 

 



The Preview & Save screen allows administrators to review the Rule, eventually go back to change any 
detail, cancel the Rule, or finally Create the Rule. 

 

 

 

Once created, Rules are visible in the Main ‘Rules’ section, and can be disabled or enabled clicking on 
the Active checkboxes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Main ‘Badges’ section 
 

This section allows administrators to manage all the aspects of CO3 badges. 

 

List of existing Badges 
 

It shows existing badges, and allows the creation of new badges, starting from the ‘Create new 
Badge Container’ 

 

 

 

Existing badges are shown in a table and ordered from oldest to newest, and can be filtered by 
variables, timeframes, and Badge categories. For each badge, once selected, the corresponding 
section is expanded, showing all the elements of the Badge container. 

 

 



In the image above, a Badge Container is visible, structured into three levels (Bronze, Silver and Gold). 
Each level has its own Badge Logo, and a set of preconditions, that can be explored clicking on the 
‘Show Preconditions’ buttons. 

 

 

 

This infographic shows that to get the Bronze level of the Badge, a user must obtain 20 Thumbup 
Points. To move to the next level and get the Silver level, the amount of Thumbup Points must reach 
the number of 50.  Finally, to move further to the Gold level, the Thumbup Points must be 90. 

 

 

Create New Badge Container dialog box 
 

Within the ‘Create new Badge Container’ dialog box administrators can define all the aspects of the 
badge containers and of the badges. Badge containers are the logical structure that organize badges 
into one or more levels, and ties them together as a sequence of progressive achievements, with 
proper preconditions and Badge logos. 

 

 



A Badge Container is identified by a Badge Container Name, and can be in force within the whole CO3 
implementation or only within a specific ACA, that can be selected in this first step of the creation 
process. A special kind of Badge Container is the one that act as the main Game Levels controller. If 
the ‘Game Level Container’ is selected, then that Badge Container control the overall progression into 
the gamification, and is the one used in the main visualization within the app and the website. 

 

Another property that must be defined at this step is the type of the Badge Container, selectable 
between ‘Individuals’, ‘Cooperative’ and ‘Competitive’. 

 

 

Selecting ‘Competitive’ option adds two fields: Timeframe (‘Weekly’ / ‘Monthly’) and Variable. The 
Timeframe defines if the ranking is renewed every week or every month, while the Variable defines 
the Points that are used to establish the ranking.  

 

 

 

Once all the elements are set, administrators can proceed further with the button ‘Next’ and enter 
into the Add Badge section. 

 



Add Badge section 
 

According to the co-designed gamification, administrators can set up in this section all the Badges of 
the Badge Container. Each Badge Container is composed by one or more Badge. Each Badge is 
identified by a Badge Name, is visualized with a Badge Logo, and has one or more Variable 
Preconditions and/or Badge Preconditions. At least one of them must be set up. 

 

A click on the ‘Change logo’ button opens the Badge Logo dialog box. Administrators can select an 
image already uploaded on the Gamification Dashboard or upload and choose a new one, selecting 
from their devices. 

 



In case of ‘Individual’ or ‘Cooperative’ Badges, administrators can set up the preconditions for 
achieving that specific badge. 

In the example below, the Badge ‘Participant’, with Level ‘Champion.ne’ is assigned if the user 
reaches 10 Participation Points and has already the Participant – Challenger badge. 

 

 

 

In case of ‘Competitive’ Badges, administrators must set up, for each Badge, the Name of the Badge 
and the ranking position associated to the selected Variable. 

 

 

 

Administrators can add all the badges they have designed for their CO3 Gamification 
implementation. When all the configuration are set up, administrators can Save the Badge Container 
and go back to the Main ‘Badges’ section. 

  



Main ‘Logs’ section 
 

This section allows administrators to browse all the Gamification logs and check all the details for the  
triggered Rules and Badges. 

A Rule is triggered when an information about an action happened within the CO3 ecosystem is 
received by the Ontomap logger and it matches a Gamification Rule. 

A Badge is triggered when a Triggered Rule assigns Points to a user so to allow a user to reach the 
preconditions to achieve that badge. 

The log allows administrators to see details for the activities that generated the triggers; the log can 
be filtered by Rule/Badge category, Date Range and ACA. 
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